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BELIEF

RELENTLESS EFFORT

AUG 6

Relentless effort (not talent or intelligence) is 

the key to achieving greatness.  

First, we must win the battle of the mind!

Elite is not about how talented you are; its 

about how tough you are.



BELIEF

RELENTLESS EFFORT

AUG 6
Fear is usually the most intense, disorienting, and difficult emotion to 

control. It limits what you see, changes what you do, and can even take 

control of your body. Your stomach tightens, your heart races, your hands 

shake, and your mind races.

Fear wants to paralyze you. Don’t allow it. You can't overcome fear sitting 

still. You can't get past your fears if you're not moving. If you stay paralyzed, 

fear remains in control. You don't need to overcome fear. You need to 

overcome inaction. You can take action while you're afraid. You must.

Fearless effort is little less fear and a lot more effort. Don’t try to eliminate 

fear. Instead, fear . . . less. You can be afraid and still act. It’s ok to be afraid. 

It’s not ok to stay frozen. Don’t try to live and act without fear, just fear less 

and do more.



The average football play lasts 4-6 seconds.

You are to get from point A to point B as fast as you 
can. That is your responsibility on that play.

This is our culture; it is what we believe and how we 
behave. It is who we are, it is how we practice, and it is 
how we play. We will accept nothing less from ourselves 
and from our teammates.

BEHAVIOR

4-6 A-B

AUG 7



BEHAVIOR

4-6 A-B

AUG 7

Every. Rep. Matters. 

Simple wins . . . when you do it.

Simple solutions present themselves all the
time. When people don’t act on them it’s
because they have to (1) actually do it, (2)
come face-to-face with reality, and (3) drop
their excuses. Simple wins . . . when you do it.



BEHAVIOR

CROSS THE LINE, ABOVE THE LINE

AUG 8
Intentional
On Purpose
Skillful

Above the Line
Below the Line

Impulsive
On autopilot
Resistant



BEHAVIOR

CROSS THE LINE, ABOVE THE LINE

AUG 8
You are responsible for creating and sustaining the
confidence to be who you want to be. Can you believe when
others doubt? Can you stay the course when others criticize?
Can you be principled when it’s not popular? You are
responsible for creating and sustaining the emotion to feel
the way you want to feel. Can you find fun in annoying? Can
you find gratitude in grief? Can you find love in
disagreement? You are responsible for creating and
sustaining the energy required to do what you need to do.
Can you keep calm in chaos? Can you stay optimistic
surrounded by cynics? Can you bring enthusiasm to routine?



BELIEF

IMPERFECT PROCESS

AUG 9
Progress is an imperfect process. It is full of uncertainty and

filled with mistakes.

Commitment to an objective means committing to the

imperfect progress of getting there. Movement towards a

meaningful and valuable goal does not follow a steady, rising

scale of improvement and forward momentum. It is up and

down, fast and slow, advancement and setback, wins and

losses.

Detach completely from any desire for steady, trackable

progress as you go.



BELIEF

IMPERFECT PROCESS

AUG 9
The objective in the pursuit of elite is to win or be the best

version of you. In some environments winning is objective,

like a competition or race, and in other environments it’s

subjective based on how you define winning, like creating

your ideal life or the quality of your relationships. Either

way, you won’t always win. The better you are, the more

you win, but no one goes undefeated for long. Even the

most elite people lose. When you don’t win, the objective

is to be the best version of you. Because if you’re going to

lose, like we all do, at least lose as the best version of you.



BEHAVIOR

ACT ON THE TRUTH

AUG 10

I tell you the truth, you will not like 
me for days.  I tell you a lie you will 

hate me for the rest of your life. 



BEHAVIOR

ACT ON THE TRUTH

AUG 10

Major mistakes, usually the irreversible kind, begin
with an unwillingness to tell the truth or an
unwillingness to hear it. You pay a price for telling the
truth, but it costs less than the alternative. Because
truth wins. Not telling the truth is too inefficient and
too costly. Whatever price you pay in the short-term
for being honest, the price you pay in the long-term for
hiding the truth is much, much more.



BEHAVIOR

DISCOMFORT DRIVES LEARNING

AUG 11

Attach yourself only to two things: 

(1) work at it every day.

(2) imperfect progress on the macro scale.

Because in the short-term you may lose. But in 

the long-term you will win.



BEHAVIOR

DISCOMFORT DRIVES LEARNING

AUG 11
You’re going to be uncomfortable. If you’re not there now, you’ll be there soon.

There’s nothing you can do about the presence of discomfort in your life. It is

an awareness mechanism, a signal of something important, and most

importantly, it is the building block of growth. You can try to escape it, but that

only creates anxiety. People who avoid discomfort paradoxically create more of

it. People who embrace productive discomfort create better relationships and

more success.

There is no version of you that will ever exist free from discomfort. There is no

future without pain. The sooner you hold tightly to this reality, the stronger

you’ll be. You’re going to be uncomfortable. The question is: what are you

willing to be uncomfortable for?

Never allow yourself to expect perfect or even predictable progress because it

is always imperfect and unpredictable. Don’t wish things were different than

they are. Get better at responding to things as they are



BELIEF

ENDURING DISCIPLINE AUG 13
Imperfect progress is directly connected to enduring discipline. Some

of discipline’s value is in single moments of action or self-control, but

most of discipline’s value is in it’s collective and compound impact on

your life over time.

The reality is that no matter how great your discipline is, it will fail you

in some specific moments. It doesn’t matter, get better. Enduring

discipline is more important than strict discipline.

This kind of discipline is not situational, it is foundational. It isn’t a trick

or hack, it’s a lifestyle. It’s not a program, it’s a principle. It gets inside

you and you live from it. It is imperfect but it is enduring. It may fail

you in a single moment because it isn’t strong enough yet, but it is

resilient and so you return to it with new understanding. Life goes up

and down, emotions go hot and cold, but the discipline you are

building endures.



BELIEF

ENDURING DISCIPLINE AUG 13
Making mistakes is part of the game. Do not believe for one second that a 
disciplined approach is mistake free. It’s full of the right kind of mistakes: a 
collection of errors in strategy, missteps in approach, and failed attempts at 
unfamiliar skills. People who think they need to be mistake free never push 
hard enough to breakthrough. They are trapped by their perfectionism and 
lack the emotional discipline to deal with their current shortcomings or 
uncertainty.

The goal of all your effort is not to be mistake free. The goal is to build 
something great, whether that’s a business, a team, or a relationship. 
Mistakes hone us, humble us, and help us.

Does that mean you should aim to make mistakes? No. It means set your 
sights on a standard worth achieving and set your discipline to meet the 
standard. You’ll find out where you’re good enough and where you’re not. 
You’ll feel it and see it. If you’re in a competitive environment, you’ll find out 
quickly where you stand



BEHAVIOR

NO BCD  AUG 14
Removing BCD, regardless of what takes its place, is always the

better option, even when you have no idea what to do instead.

Less BCD means more good options. More BCD means less

good options. Isn’t that clear at this point?

People who BCD less have more time, energy, and mental
space to consider alternatives: patience, perspective,
precision, perseverance, change, calm, understanding,
reflection, honesty, empathy, reason, or dozens of other useful
skills in daily life.

People who BCD more have less time, energy, and mental
space to consider alternatives. They have no room for more.
Their mind is closed. They’re already full. An open mind simply
leaves more space for other options.



BEHAVIOR

NO BCD AUG 14

Less attachment to the past gives you more flexibility to create 

the future.

Less desire for approval gives you more freedom to be your real 

self.

Less envy of what you don’t have gives you more appreciation 

for what you do have.

Less judgmental commentary about others give you more self-

awareness about yourself.

Less time watching strangers’ lives on TV gives you more time 
to build your life.



BEHAVIOR         

OUR R FACTOR IS STRONGER  AUG 15

Event + Response = Outcome

Press Pause
Get Your Mind Right
Step Up
Adjust and Adapt
Make A Difference
Build Skill



BEHAVIOR         

OUR R FACTOR IS STRONGER AUG 15

The entry point for applying systematic discipline needs to be quick, 

simple, and direct.

Press Pause and use the E+R=O Mindset. In your head, it sounds this 

simple:

"I don't control this. If I want a good outcome here, then I've got to make 

some decisions. I need a disciplined response right now."

If you’re new to it, that takes five or ten seconds seconds to say in your 

mind. No problem. You still did it. Make the decision and act.

When you get good at it, that takes a split second in your mind and you 

move immediately to disciplined action. It’s fast, seamless, and 

sometimes effortless. From the outside it looks natural. But you know it’s 

the product of working hard to implement the E+R=O Mindset. Just the 

product of a simple system executed with discipline.



OUTCOMES      

AUG 17

We will be the faster, smarter, and more physical 

team on the field.

We will work at our craft through the 

uncertainties and mistakes; we will get there 

when we are good enough.  

Our discipline will compound every day and 

impact our life over time.


